Sonata hp

The Hyundai Sonata is a really good way to get attention while driving a family sedan. Its
dramatic styling includes exaggerated proportions, a prominent grille, and a quirky design cue
featuring a spear of bright trim that flows along the front fenders and into the headlights to
create what designers call a "lighting signature. While the Sonata isn't quick or engaging to
drive, it has a trio of efficient powertrains, including a hybrid option that has higher government
fuel-economy ratings than the Toyota Camry hybrid. Still, the Hyundai is less about numbers
and more about value, thanks to its affordable pricing and an impressive amount of content the
helped it earn an Editors' Choice nod. Hyundai gives the Sonata a new wheel-and-tire combo
and additional features. The SEL, SEL Plus, and the Limited have a clever, standard safe-exit
warning that alerts passengers to oncoming traffic when the car is parallel parked. The fanciest
Sonata model now comes standard with a six-way, power-adjustable front passenger seat. A
racy N Line model with a hp turbocharged 2. Not only is the SEL Plus model the most affordable
way to get the upgraded hp turbo-four engine, it's also the only Sonata that currently comes
with inch rims and enhanced all-season tires. It also features a We'd option our preferred
Sonata with the Tech package, too. It adds a speaker Bose stereo, a The Sonata is not the
sharpest handler in its classâ€”we like the Honda Accord and the Nissan Altima betterâ€”but
it's still composed and responsive on the road. The ride is a little more unsettled than we'd like
and firmer than most cars in this category, but the Sonata is at least reasonably quick with its
turbocharged 1. During our testing, a Sonata with that powertrain made it to 60 mph in 7. The
shifts from the eight-speed automatic are smooth and well-timed. We'd also like to commend
Hyundai for continuing to offer a conventional automatic transmission in its family sedan. Much
of the class has gone over to droning but efficient continuously variable automatic
transmissions CVTs. During our time with the Sonata hybrid , we appreciated its fuel-saving
efforts but disliked how it didn't smoothly transition between gas and electric power sources.
We're most excited about the N Line model's hp 2. The Sonata has a set of highly fuel-efficient
powertrains, with the hybrid versions owning the highest EPA estimates. The Blue hybrid is
rated up to 50 mpg in the city and 54 on the highway, and the other hybrid Sonatas are expected
to achieve 45 mpg in the city and 51 on the highway. The base 2. On our mile highway route, the
turbocharged Sonata we tested saw 31 mpg in the real world. That's 6 mpg below the EPA's
estimate, but about on par with several similar sedans we've tested. We haven't had a chance to
run the numbers on the rest of the Sonata's lineup, so it remains to be seen whether the
non-turbo engine or the hybrid model do a better job living up to the government's
expectations. The Sonata's interior is attractive and feels like it's worth more than the sedan's
sticker prices suggest. The back seat is comfortable and spacious, the materials look and feel
upscale, and the dashboard layout is simple and ergonomic. The Sonata's 16 cubic feet of cargo
space is about what we expect from mid-size sedansâ€”neither the best nor the worst in its set.
Still, we fit seven of our carry-on suitcases inside its trunk, which is plenty of space for a long
road trip with the family. The infotainment system relies on an 8. This would allow drivers to
leave the key fob behind if and when their active lifestyles made carrying one inconvenient.
Hyundai's SmartSense package of driver-assistance features is standard, and includes
automatic high-beam assist, adaptive cruise control, and a driver-attention warning that can
sense drowsy or distracted driving. The Sonata can even pull in and out of a parking space
while you wait for it from outside. However, that feature is reserved for the top-level Limited
trim. Key safety features include:. The company also offers complimentary scheduled
maintenance that bests mainstream rivals such as Toyota. More Features and Specs. New Cars.
Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. View Photos. Annie White and Eric Stafford. More on
the Sonata Sedan. The Car and Driver Difference. Expand Collapse. Advertisement - Continue
Reading Below. More From Hyundai. To find out how the new Sonata performs when pushed to
the limit, though, we took it to the track, where we learned it can outgun a similarly powered
Honda Accord. Our Sonata packs the upgraded engine: a 1. It took 7. Both the Accord and
Camry offer significantly more powerful variants. With its more potent, hp 2. The more powerful
hp, 2. Although our Sonata is no speed demon, it has just the right amount of juice to merge
and pass other cars on the freeway. If you're a leadfoot, you'll quickly learn one of the Sonata's
annoying quirks. We'll let you know if this behavior notably affects the Sonata experience
beyond the test track. Moving beyond, nimble handling is one of the Sonata's best traits. Put it
in Sport mode, and the Sonata feels agile on canyon roads, and it's easy to maneuver into a
parking spot despite its size. Given its agility, it's not surprising this sedan performed well in
the figure eight. Achieving a time of We have not tested the base 2. Road test editor Chris
Walton noted the steering is crisp and accurate. The brakes brought the car from 60 to 0 mph in
feet, which compares favorably with rivals. Stay tuned for more updates on our year with
Hyundai's newest mid-size family sedan. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Kelly Lin
Author. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. Cars require untold numbers of engineers to go

from paper to sheet metal, so it always seems unfair to lay the success or failure of one at the
foot of just one of them. That's the nature of leadership, though. You take the win or the loss.
Albert Biermann didn't personally choose the parts and calibrations that make the Hyundai
Sonata N Line drive like it does, but his philosophy has been so faithfully executed in the way it
drives that it's impossible not to recognize his influence. Biermann, as it has been extensively
reported, is a veteran of BMW. Before his hiring at Hyundai, it would have been hyperbole to
compare the way a Sonata drives to a BMW because that wasn't what Hyundai was going for,
but now, things are different. Now, the new Sonata has a distinctly Germanic feel, and the new N
Line performance trim especially so. Patterned after German automakers' strategies, N Line is a
street grade performance trim rather than a full boat track package. Those are branded just "N,"
and the Sonata isn't slated for one of those models. Instead, the N Line trim packages a bigger,
stouter engine, dual-clutch transmission, larger brake rotors with performance pads, and stiffer
suspension bushings and dampers. In this case, it's a new turbocharged 2. It's effectively a
turbocharged version of the Sonata's new base 2. Backing it up is a new eight-speed
dual-clutch automatic transmission DCT â€”not related to the base car's new eight-speed
automatic or Hyundai's existing seven-speed dual clutch. This is good because the
seven-speed has long had issues engaging its clutches smoothly at low speeds, and even in
this prototype, the new eight-speed DCT has no such issue. Even when loafing around town, it
engages smoothly enough to be mistaken for a more common torque converter automatic and
shifts up and down smoothly and quickly. An engineer riding along tells us the calibration isn't
finished, and features like launch control and automatic rev matching aren't installed, but even
driven hard it's difficult to tell anything is missing. Slotted into its most aggressive Sport Plus
driving mode, the transmission selects gears smartly enough to make the steering wheel
paddles superfluous. If you choose to use them anyway, they respond immediately. As of right
now, there's no way to lock the transmission in manual mode it'll revert to automatic if you
haven't used a paddle in a while , and it'll automatically upshift at redline, but that's subject to
change. The transmission's cleverness pairs particularly well with this engine, whose power
delivery is decidedly nonlinear. It starts out linear, rising gently from idle to 3, rpm and
providing ample torque for getting you through your commute. From 3, to 5,, though, it takes off
like a rocket with a fat surge of power that makes the car feel quicker than it likely is. A rough
stopwatch test suggests the N Line will hit 60 mph in 6. The transmission essentially bifurcates
these two behaviors, so you get either normal driving behavior or big power but don't feel the
transition as the turbo spools up. Drive lightly, and the car responds in kind, but put your foot
down and you get all of it. Knowing what the car has in it, Normal mode can feel just a tad lazy if
you like sporty driving, but you can coax it with a heavy right foot. Sport mode is a tad
aggressive for driving around town, but if you want that sport sedan feel, it's just right. Sport
Plus is back road stuff, for when you really want to enjoy the ride. Similarly, the new brake tune
is just a tad aggressive in city driving. The initial bite is about perfect, but as you get about
halfway into the pedal's travel, the braking power suddenly increases and you have to be a little
careful not to jerk your passengers around at a stop. Hyundai tells us the final brake pad
compound is still being decided, so this, too, is subject to change. Perhaps the final formula
won't smell quite as much after a bit of hard driving, either. The engineers might also change
the damping a little, but it doesn't need much. The firmness is commensurate with a sport
sedan and really only makes itself known on patchy pavement. It means every sealed crack in
the road is felt in the cabin, almost as if the wheels are really heavy and the suspension is
filtering as much as it can. It's completely forgivable, though, because of the handling it gives
you. In the best Germanic tradition, the Sonata N Line feels exceptionally planted at high speed.
The car sinks down into the road like the best sports sedans and isn't fazed at all by bumps and
jolts. On the highway, it makes you want to set the cruise control at triple-digit speeds and just
cruise, carefree. On a winding road, you barely brake for long sweepers as the car remains
totally composed. Tighter turns encourage you to push the car a bit and put a smile on your
face in a way you don't expect a mainstream midsize family sedan to. So well behaved was this
car, we often forget it was even a prototype, at least until we noticed the odd looks from other
drivers confused by the camouflage wrap. Hyundai says there's still work to be done, but it
doesn't feel like there's much left to do from behind the wheel. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join
MotorTrend. Scott Evans Words Manufacturer Photos. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. A
whole new car buying experience designed to save you time and help make buying your new
car as enjoyable as driving it. Get in. Get out. Get back to your life. Enjoy fast oil changes and
more to help maintain your Hyundai. Car Care Express is your best solution for quality and
convenience for the following maintenance:. To help make your life easier we created Click to
Buy which makes shopping and buying a new Hyundai, quicker, simpler and safer. MSRP
excludes freight charges, tax, title, and license fees. Freight charges and actual dealer prices

may vary. Vehicles displayed may contain optional equipment at additional cost. Accessory
items shown may vary according to model and illustration. Your actual mileage will vary with
options, driving conditions, driving habits, and vehicle's condition. Some accessories are not
available on some models. While the information contained in this website was correct at time
of publishing, specifications and equipment can change. Hyundai reserves the right to change
product specifications and equipment at any time without incurring obligations. Some vehicles
are shown with optional equipment. Specifications apply to U. Please contact your Hyundai
dealer for current vehicle specifications. Please enter a ZIP Code for offers, inventory, and
dealers near you. Your location could not be detected. Please enter a ZIP Code. Cookie
Disclaimer Our Sites use cookies and similar technologies "cookies". By using our Sites, you
agree to our use of cookies, as well as to our Privacy Policy and Terms of Use. Confirm your ZIP
Code. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. My Preferred Dealer Local Dealer. Preferred Dealer Set as
Preferred Dealer. Showroom Service Center. Test Drive. See Inventory. Schedule Service. Visit
Dealer Site. Select a different dealer. Introducing Hyundai Shopper Assurance. Previous
Transparent Pricing. Get online pricing up front so you can shop and compare with confidence.
Flexible Test Drive. Schedule a test drive in advance at your convenience. Streamlined
Purchase. We're sure you'll love your new Hyundai. If for any reason you don't, return it within 3
days and exchange it for another new Hyundai. Car Care Express Get in. Try Click to Buy.
Secure and transparent Quick and convenient Shop in comfort from home Estimate your
payment Apply for credit Do your paperwork online or remotely Test drives that come to you
Get your Hyundai delivered to you. Overview Trims Gallery Specs. Highlight differences Expand
all Hide all. Packages Convenience Package. Panoramic sunroof. With Convenience Package.
With Tech Package. Hyundai Digital Key. Wireless device charging. Leather-wrapped steering
wheel. LED interior lights. USB charge port 2nd row. Highway Driving Assist. Fuel tank capacity
gal. Mechanical Engine Type. Turbo 4-cylinder. Displacement liters. Horsepower RPM. Torque
RPM. Compression ratio. Valve train. Multi-port Injection MPI. Drive Mode Select. Body material:
High strength steel. Front suspension: MacPherson strut with coil springs. Rear suspension:
independent multi-link design. Turning diameter, curb-to-curb ft. Exterior Dimensions Exterior
Dimensions Wheelbase in. Length in. Width in. Height in. Minimum ground clearance in. Curb
weight lbs. Total interior volume cu. Passenger volume cu. Cargo capacity, trunk cu. Power
window lock-out button. Rear child safety locks. Dual front seat-mounted side-impact airbags
SRS. Driver's knee airbag. LED headlights. Automatic light control. Automatic High Beam
Assist. LED taillights. Side-mirror-mounted LED turn-signal indicators. Heated side mirrors.
Glossy black side mirrors. Gloss black front grille. Chrome window surround moldings. Glossy
black window surround moldings. Black window trim. Side rocker panels with chrome molding.
Front and rear parking sensors. Solar control glass. Acoustic film windshield. Acoustic film
front door glass. Sport front and rear bumper fascia. Sport rear bumper fascia. N unique front
fascia. N unique rear fascia. Rear spoiler. Rear exhaust. Twin Tip Single. Interior Interior
Features Premium cloth seating surfaces. Leather seating surfaces. Heated front seats.
Ventilated front seats. Integrated Memory System for driver seat and side mirrors. Rear center
armrest with dual cupholders. Multiple device connection up to two devices. Rear View Monitor
with parking guidance. Surround View Monitor. Wireless device charging for Qi-supported
devices. Manual air conditioning. Floor console-mounted rear seat vents. Dual automatic
temperature control. External temperature display. Rear window defroster with timer.
Leather-wrapped N unique sport steering wheel. Steering-wheel-mounted paddle shifters.
Heated steering wheel. Tilt-and-telescopic steering wheel. Proximity Key entry with push button
start. Ambient lighting 64 colors. Aluminum sport pedals. Use my current location. A whole new
car buying experience designed to save you time and help make buying your new car as
enjoyable as driving it. Get in. Get out. Get back to your life. Enjoy fast oil changes and more to
help maintain your Hyundai. Car Care Express is your best solution for quality and convenience
for the following maintenance:. To help make your life easier we created Click to Buy which
makes shopping and buying a new Hyundai, quicker, simpler and safer. MSRP excludes freight
charges, tax, title, and license fees. Freight charges and actual dealer prices may vary. Vehicles
displayed may contain optional equipment at additional cost. Accessory items shown may vary
according to model and illustration. All figures are EPA estimates and for comparison purposes
only. Actual mileage may vary with options, driving conditions, driving habits and vehicle's
condition. I consent to receiving telemarketing calls or texts at this number using an automatic
telephone dialing system by, or on behalf of, Hyundai and its authorized dealers. I understand I
do not have to consent in order to purchase any products or services. Carrier charges may
apply. More frequent maintenance due to severe driving or conditions is excluded. Offer valid
only for new - Hyundai models purchased or leased on or after February 1, See your Hyundai
dealer for further details and limitations. Hyundai retail vehicles purchased before February 1,

do not qualify for HCM. Normal wear and tear items such as engine and air filters, cabin filter,
wiper blades, brake pads, etc. Any recommended services and inspections outside of oil and oil
filter changes, and tire rotations will be subject to charge. Rates and reimbursements disclosed
are subject to change without notice. Hyundai Motor America reserves the right to amend, alter,
or cancel this program, including its terms, at any time. The coupe-like silhouette and modern
interior are made even sportier with N design enhancements. Meanwhile power and handling
get a big boost from the hp engine and inch wheels. So, get in and take off. The new N
Line-badged grille dominates the front fascia along with the bigger air ducts. The engine lets out
a turbocharged roar through two eye-catching dual exhaust outlets with twin tips. Actual
mileage will vary with options, driving conditions and habits, vehicle and battery's condition
and other factors. What if your phone could do the same things as your key fob, unlocking your
car and starting the engine? What if your car could park itself, and charge your phone
wirelessly? Tech innovations sure to become instant essentials. In addition to your key fob, you
can now use your compatible smartphone to unlock the doors and start the engine. You can
also share the available Digital Key with another driver's phone. Not all Android devices are
compatible. Features and specifications subject to change. See your Owner's Manual or visit
your local Hyundai dealer for additional details and limitations. However, several factors can
impact RSPA performance. RSPA may not function correctly if one or more of the parking
sensors is damaged, dirty or covered or if weather conditions heavy rain, snow or fog interfere
with sensor operation. Always inspect the parking area with your own eyes. See Owner's
Manual for further details and limitations. Blind-Spot View Monitor BVM assists driver in
changing lanes by providing a live view of the blind spots on either side of the vehicle and an
audible alert if another vehicle is detected. Turn signal must be activated and other system
limitations apply. Do not rely exclusively on BVM. It is the driver's responsibility to be aware of
the surroundings and ensure it is clear before changing lanes or directions. Highway Driving
Assist HDA , when used in conjunction with Lane Following Assist and Smart Cruise Control, is
for highway use only and can help keep the vehicle centered in its lane while maintaining a safe
distance from the vehicle ahead only when the lane markings are clearly visible on the road and
should not be used in poor weather, heavy or varying traffic, or on winding or slippery roads.
HDA will not work under all circumstances and will not prevent loss of control. Driver remains
responsible to slow or stop the vehicle to avoid a collision. When the vehicle is parked and the
engine has been turned off, the Rear Occupant Alert can help to alert the driver if the rear door s
have been opened at any point after the vehicle was unlocked at the beginning of the journey.
Upon turning the engine off, Rear Occupant Alert will provide a visual alert on the instrument
cluster. Rear Occupant Alert is not a substitute for driver attentiveness. Never leave a child
unattended in a vehicle. Never program while driving. GPS mapping may not be detailed in all
areas or reflect current road regulations. On trim levels where navigation system is available but
not a standard feature, it is available as part of a specific options package. Not available on all
models. See dealer regarding availability. Android Auto may not be available on all devices and
is not available in all countries or regions. Additional apps may be required. America's Best
Warranty claim based on total package of warranty programs. Got an Android? Getting in and
out of tight spots just got so much easier. Surround yourself with the essentialsâ€”thoughtful,
innovative features presented in a modern, clean space designed for your comfort, convenience
and sophisticated style. And the Daytime Running Lights are just the beginning. The system is
not designed to detect certain stationary objects such as trees or poles, and may not detect all
vehicles or pedestrians under certain conditions. The system is a driver assistance system and
is not a substitute for safe driving. The driver is responsible for being attentive and maintaining
control of the vehicle, and should not wait for the system's alerts before braking as there may
not be sufficient time to brake safely. Refer to your Owner's Manual for more information. When
the vehicle is parked, Safe Exit Warning SEW can alert occupants planning to exit the vehicle
when a vehicle is approaching from behind. SEW does not work in all situations and is not a
substitute for driver or passenger attentiveness. Always be aware of your surroundings and
attentive of approaching vehicles. Lane Following Assist LFA , when actively engaged with
Smart Cruise Control or Highway Driving Assist, can help keep the vehicle centered in its lane
only when the lane markings are clearly visible on the road. Lane Following Assist will not work
under all circumstances and will not prevent loss of control. Lane Following Assist is a
supplemental assist, and does not replace the need for extreme care and attention by the driver.
RCCA is active when the vehicle is in reverse and operating at low speeds. Never rely
exclusively on RCCA. RCCA cannot prevent all collisions and may not provide alerts or braking
in all conditions. Always look over your shoulder and use your mirrors to confirm rear
clearance. There are limitations to the function, detection, range and clarity of the system.
Driver Attention Warning DAW is only a warning to inform the driver of a potential lack of driver

attention or drowsiness. It does not detect and provide an alert in every situation. It is the
driver's responsibility to remain alert at all times. It senses the rear side territory of the vehicle
when it is traveling over 20 mph. There are limitations to the function, range, detection and
clarity of the system. It will not detect all vehicles or objects in the blind spot. Its operation
depends on the size, distance, angle and relative speed difference between your car and other
cars. BCA may not operate if sensors are obscured in any way. Do not rely exclusively on BCA.
BCA is a supplemental system and the driver must still be attentive and exercise caution when
driving. It is important to always signal, look over your shoulder and through your mirrors
before changing lanes. It functions when it is able to detect painted lane markings. It also may
not function on very rough roads, when walls, curbs or concrete barriers are close by, or if
following another car too closely. Since it "sees" the lane markings using a camera in the upper
windshield area, it is imperative this area be clear and free of blockage such as stickers, dirt,
snow, tinting material, markings and labels. Avoid putting objects on the dashboard that may
reflect light or images onto the system camera area. Lane Keeping Assist is not a substitute for
safe driving practices, but is a supplemental assist only. The driver is responsible for always
maintaining command and control of the vehicle and must keep hands on the wheel at all times.
Smart Cruise Control disengages at speeds below 6 mph. SCC is for highway use only and
should not be used in poor weather, heavy or varying traffic, or on winding or slippery roads.
Autotrader is a registered trademark and used with permission. For more information, visit It
also must earn an advanced or superior rating for vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-pedestrian
front crash prevention and an acceptable or good headlight rating. For details visit View U.
News Best Cars at cars. Every new Hyundai gets normal, factory scheduled maintenance
intervals for 3 years or 36, miles whichever comes first. That makes caring for your new
Hyundai easier than ever. From test drive to purchase, shopping for a Hyundai has never been
easier. With transparent pricing and online shopping tools, you can prequalify for purchases,
get trade-in values and find finance options before you even visit a dealership. For over 22
years, every owner who has purchased a Hyundai has brought hope to a child living with
cancer. We believe in building long-lasting relationships with our drivers and their passengers.
Complimentary maintenance includes Hyundai approved oil and oil filter change except for
electric vehicles and fuel cell electric vehicles plus tire rotation at normal factory scheduled
maintenance intervals for 3 years or 36, miles, whichever comes first. Funds are used for
pediatric cancer research grants and to raise public awareness. For more info please visit
HyundaiHopeOnWheels. Posted reviews are selected by Hyundai from SureCritic's collection of
independent and verified customer reviews. Visit SureCritic. Please enter a ZIP Code for offers,
inventory, and dealers near you. Your location could not be detected. Please enter a ZIP Code.
Cookie Disclaimer Our Sites use cookies and similar technologies "cookies". By using our
Sites, you agree to our use of cookies, as well as to our Privacy Policy and Terms of Use.
Confirm your ZIP Code. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. My Preferred Dealer Local Dealer.
Preferred Dealer Set as Preferred Dealer. Showroom Service Center. Test Drive. See Inventory.
Schedule Service. Visit Dealer Site. Select a different dealer. Introducing Hyundai Shopper
Assurance. Previous Transparent Pricing. Get online pricing up front so you can shop and
compare with confidence. Flexible Test Drive. Schedule a test drive in advance at your
convenience. Streamlined Purchase. We're sure you'll love your new Hyundai. If for any reason
you don't, return it within 3 days and exchange it for another new Hyundai. Car Care Express
Get in. Try Click to Buy. Secure and transparent Quick and convenient Shop in comfort from
home Estimate your payment Apply for credit Do your paperwork online or remotely Test drives
that come to you Get your Hyundai delivered to you. Overview Trims Gallery Specs. Request a
quote. Request a quote All fields required First Name Please enter a first name. Last Name
Please enter a last name. Email Please enter a valid email address. ZIP Code. Add a Comment
Optional dropdown characters remaining. Please indicate your agreement. Maintenance, on us.
The bolder, the better. Suddenly the ordinary is extraordinary. Innovation after inspired
innovation makes this SONATA the best thing to happen to sedans in forever, astonishing the
world with reimagined everything. Watch now. N Line Longer. And meaner. N Line Black mesh
grille. N Line inch wheels. N Line Quad exhausts outlets. N Line Sport seats. Preproduction
model with optional features shown. Give your commute a hp boost. Previous SE. SEL Plus. N
Line. Hybrid Limited. Technology Connected like never before. Claim based on comparison of
specifications on manufacturer websites. Standard on Limited trim. Standard on N Line and
Limited trims. Standard on all trims. Technology Hyundai Digital Key. Technology Blind-Spot
View Monitor. Remote Smart Parking Assist. Park at the push of a button. The inside story. New
energy. Hyundai SmartSense Previous. It can back into and pull out of a p
2013 chevy cruze fuel pump
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2006 ford f150 repair manual

arking space with a push of your Smart Key button. Not only that, it also can keep you driving
at the right speeds, automatically setting your pace based on GPS and highway data. It will even
apply the brakes automatically if needed. Once detected, it alerts you with a sound cue coupled
with a warning message on the instrument panel. If necessary, it will gently apply corrective
steering assistance to keep you inside the lane. When you slow down to 6 mph or less, it
automatically turns off but will reactivate if the vehicle in front moves within 3 seconds. The
Hyundai Difference Previous. Shopper Assurance From test drive to purchase, shopping for a
Hyundai has never been easier. Happy Drivers We believe in building long-lasting relationships
with our drivers and their passengers. Hyundai Complimentary Maintenance. Reviews provided
by Posted reviews are selected by Hyundai from SureCritic's collection of independent and
verified customer reviews. Make it yours. Use my current location.

